
Engr. Brig. Tariq Javed (R) is an Aeronautical 

Engineer who joined army in November 1980 and 

has vast experience of various commands staff and 

technical appointments during his 39 years of 

service. He has commanded EME Battalion in a 

deployed formation and has distinction of being 

Pakistan Army Technical Liaison Officer 

(PATLO) in Pak Embassy in Washington DC, US 

and served there as diplomat / Assistant Military 

Attaché with experience of interacting with US 

industry and education institutions. He has served in 

Inspection and Technical Development 

Directorate promoting Product Development and indigenous manufacturing of military 

equipment. The hall mark was local repair of CNITE on Cobra Gunship Helicopters 

which was assumed by US side to be not possible in Pakistan. He is a graduate of 

College of Aeronautical Engineering (CAE), Aviation Engineering School, College of 

EME, Command and Staff College, Quetta and National Defense University, 

Islamabad. He has distinction in his Masters in Aeronautical Engineering from 

ENSICA, Toulouse, France among representatives of 10 Nations.  

He is an avid sportsman with Bronze Medal in National games, 2 gold medals in inter 

services and Pak Army Squash color. He has also published articles in Army Green 

Book with the latest one “Pakistan The Innovation Nation”, published in 2018. 

He has commanded the premier EME training institution for technical trades i.e. 

EME Centre in Quetta with more than 2500 persons imparting innovative skill 

trainings and replicated training methodology of Penn and Foster, Pennsylvania, USA. 

He has also been Commandant NUST College of E&ME with more than 3000 

employees and established EME Centre for Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ICE2) 

and promoted happiness at work through innovative techniques.  

Presentably he is serving as 1st Advisor on Innovation of PEC with vision to pay back 

his Nation with impact on society. As a sequel he is convener of PEC Committee on 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ICE) and has embarked on the journey to promote 

innovation, Entrepreneurship, facilitating engineering industries and local 

manufacturing of engineering goods to enhance the export of Made in Pakistan Brands 

by establishing Pakistan Innovation and Testing Centre (PITC) as a department of 

PEC to realize the dream of Pakistan The Innovation Nation. 

 He firmly believes that Pakistani Nation has exceptional potential and if given right 

opportunity and environment they are best, second to none and wants to see Pakistan 

transform into an Innovative Nation. 
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